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This cave is also discussed in D. A.
Henderson, J. K. Krejca, and J. M.
R. Martinez, Mexican blindcats genus
Prietella (Siluiformes: Ictaluridae),
an overview of recent explorations,
Environmental Biology of Fishes
62:315–337 (2001).

On 12 January 2000 Aldo
Guevara, Dean Hendrickson,

Yara Sánchez Johnson, Mary Poteet,
and I visited La Campana, which
has a cenote-type entrance and is lo-
cated in the Cuatro Ciénegas basin
of Coahuila, Mexico. The cave is de-
veloped in compacted sediments
rather than solid bedrock. An en-
trance rappel of approximately 6
meters leads to the water level, and
the rest of the cave exploration was
done using scuba. There are two
underwater passages that descend
down the slope of the breakdown
cone below the entrance. The north-
west passage quickly becomes quite
large, and looking back provides a
scenic view of a shaft of light com-
ing down the entrance. This passage
terminates where the ceiling comes
down to within centimeters of a silt
floor at about 15 meters depth. The
south-trending passage also en-
larges, then quickly reaches a low
area 1 meter by 2 meters. Care must
be taken here, as percolation can
diminish visibility quickly. Beyond
this low spot, a bifurcation is
reached. The right branch heads
westward, then ends in about 75
meters. The left branch heads
southeast and terminates where the
ceiling nearly meets the silt floor at
17 meters depth.

No flow was noticed during this

visit, but the cave is likely to be one
of many conduits of groundwater
flow that exist in this basin. No
troglobitic organisms were found,

though the entrance room has an
assortment of common spring
fauna such as the glass shrimp,
Paleomonetes.
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